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Abstract. Rectangular automata are well suited for approximate mod-

eling of continuous{discrete systems. The exact analysis of these automata is feasible for small examples but can encounter severe numerical
problems for even medium-sized systems. This paper presents an analysis
algorithm that uses conservative overapproximation to avoid these numerical problems. The algorithm is demonstrated on a simple benchmark
system consisting of two connected tanks.

1 Introduction
Embedded systems consist of digital controllers operating in analog environments. They are often used in safety-critical situations, such as for transportation control or logic control for processing systems, where correct behavior is
essential. The interaction between the controller and its environment is hybrid,
in that it involves both discrete and continuous aspects of behavior. Numerous
models for specifying and analyzing such hybrid systems have been proposed:
see, for example, the volumes [2,10].
This paper is concerned with hybrid systems veri cation using automated
techniques. A system is modeled as a nite control graph augmented with realvalued variables subject to di erential inclusions [7]. This model is far too expressive for immediate automatic veri cation. Previously, we proposed the following
approach: given a complex hybrid system H, we construct a simpler abstraction
H 0, and then automatically analyze H 0 instead [7]. We require the abstraction
H 0 to be conservative, i.e. if H 0 is correct, then H is correct. Furthermore, the
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abstraction must be amenable to automated analysis. Typically, this is achieved
by ensuring that the abstraction belongs to a restricted class of automata.
In previous work, we proposed that the abstractions H 0 be linear hybrid automata [1], in which the continuous dynamics are given as constant polyhedral
di erential inclusions. For these automata, reachable state sets can be represented exactly using linear constraints, and generated automatically using the
model-checking tool HyTech [8]. Experience, however, shows that this subclass
of automata may be still too expressive, and hence too computationally expensive to analyze eciently and robustly [11,12]. HyTech manipulates linear constraints over n variables as sets of n-dimensional polyhedra using a polyhedral
library that performs exact computation over rationals stored using integers for
numerator and denominator [6]. However the geometric algorithms over polyhedra require internal computations that quickly surpass the limits of integer
precision when presented with systems with nontrivial continuous dynamics.
The main contribution of this paper is a numerically robust, specialized algorithm for computing (a supserset of) the reachable states of a subclass of linear
hybrid automata. The algorithm operates on rectangular automata [9], subject
to a few additional restrictions. In rectangular automata, the continuous dynamics must be de ned using constant lower and upper bounds on the individual
rates of variables. Given an arbitrary hybrid system, it is often easy to obtain
a rectangular automaton as a conservative abstraction by bounding the rates of
each variable. The key to ecient analysis is to avoid HyTech's computation
over arbitrary polyhedra. Rather, sets of hybrid states are represented using
face-regions |convex hulls of sets of 2n rectangular faces of dimension n ; 1.
By restricting attention to rectangular faces, in which the continuous variables
are decoupled, one obtains simpler algorithms for computing sets of successors
states. The idea behind the algorithm is to determine, from a given reachable
face, the minimal and maximal times it may take to reach some extremal bound,
and to use this range of times to compute bounds on the new values of the variables. The algorithm is exact for systems with two continuous variables. It is
inaccurate for higher dimensional systems, where it returns a superset of the
reachable states. Consider the example of a three-dimensional system with x
having rate x_ 2 [1; 2], and both y and z having rate 1. The states that are reachable from the origin and for which x  2 are 0  x  2 ^ x=2  y = z  x. But
this set is not de nable using a face-region, and must be overapproximated by
one. Thus, the drawback of the algorithm is its inaccuracy: it leads to a further
approximation beyond that already inherent in translating the original hybrid
system into a rectangular automaton, c.f. following an approximation step to a
linear hybrid automaton, HyTech's algorithms over arbitrary polyhedra would
return, if successful, the exact reachable set of that linear hybrid automaton.
The bene ts of our algorithm are two-fold: eciency and robustness. The
simple structure of face-regions yields ecient algorithms for nding successor
states. Furthermore, the simplicity of manipulating rectangles versus arbitrary
polyhedra means that our algorithm can be made robust far more easily than
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HyTech's algorithms for analyzing linear hybrid automata: rectangular faces

can be conservatively approximated using rounding in the appropriate direction.
In the next section, we review basic de nitions and concepts related to rectangular automata, and then introduce our algorithm in Section 3. In Section 4,
we demonstrate the algorithm on a simple two-tank example, and Section 5
contains conclusions and a short discussion of related work.

2 Rectangular Automata
We review basic de nitions and concepts related to rectangular automata [9].

2.1 Syntax
Let Y = fy ; : : :; yk g be a set of variables. A rectangular inequality over the
set Y is an inequality of the form yi  c, for some yi 2 Y , some relation
 2 f; =; g and some rational c 2 Q. A rectangular predicate over Y is a
conjunction of rectangular inequalities over Y . The set of rectangular predicates
over Y is denoted R(Y ). We adopt the convention that for a boldfaced vector
a 2 Rk, its ith component is denoted by ai. For a rectangular predicate ' over Y ,
let [ ']] denote the set of points a 2 Rk for which ' is true when each yi is replaced
by ai for each i. A set B is a rectangle if there exists a rectangular predicate '
max
such that B = [ ']]. Given a rectangle B, let bmin
i ; bi 2 Q [ f;1; 1g denote
1

1

max
the bounds on the individual variables such that B = i=1::k[bmin
i ; bi ].
A rectangular automaton A is a system (X, V , inv , ow , init , E, guard ,
reset vars , reset ) consisting of the following components [9]:
Variables: A nite set X = fx1 ; : : :; xng of variables.
Control modes: A nite set V of control modes.
Invariant conditions: A function inv that maps every control mode to an
invariant condition in R(X). Control of the automaton may remain in a control
mode only when its invariant is satis ed.
Flow conditions: A function ow that maps every control mode to a ow
_ where X_ = fx_ 1 ; : : :; x_ ng with x_ i representing the rst
condition in R(X),
derivative of xi with respect to time. While control remains in a given mode,
the variables evolve according to the di erential inclusion speci ed by the
mode's ow condition.
Initial conditions: A function init that maps every control mode to an initial
condition in R(X).
Control switches: A nite multiset E of control switches in V  V . For a
control switch (v; v0 ), we say that v denotes the source mode and v0 the target
mode.
Guard conditions: A function guard that maps every control switch to a guard
condition in R(X). Intuitively, the guard must be satis ed before the mode
switch can be taken.
1

For simplicity, we consider only nonstrict inequalities.
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Resets: A function reset vars that maps every control switch to an update set in
2X , and a function reset that maps every control switch e to a reset condition
in R(X). We require that for every control switch e and for every x 2 X,
if x 2 reset vars (e), then reset (e) implies x = c for some constant c, which,

by abuse of notation, will be denoted reset (e)(x). Intuitively, after the mode
switch, the variables must satisfy the reset condition. Variables that appear in
the update set must be reset to the xed value indicated by the reset condition.
Furthermore, all other variables must be unchanged.

2.2 Semantics
A con guration of a rectangular automaton is a pair (v; a) that consists of a control mode v, together with a point a 2 Rn. A con guration (v; a) is admissible
if a 2 [ inv (v)]]. Let Con g (A) denote the admissible con gurations of A. A conguration (v; a) is initial if it is admissible and a 2 [ init (v)]]. Let Init (A) denote
the set of initial con gurations of A. There are two kinds of transitions between
admissible con gurations: jump transitions, which correspond to instantaneous
control switches, and ow transitions, which correspond to the variables continuously evolving while time elapses. For
every control
switch e 2 E, we de ne
e (v0 ; a0) i the following four
the binary jump transition relation !e by (v; a) !
conditions hold: (1) e = (v; v0 ), (2) a 2 [ guard (e)]], (3) a0 2 [ reset (e)]], and (4)
for every xi 2 X n reset vars (e), ai = a0i. For every nonnegative real   0 and for
_ we de ne the binary ow relation
every rectangular ow condition ' 2 R(X),


n
n
n
!'  R  R over states in R by a !' a0 i either (a)  = 0 and a = a0 or
(b)  > 0 and (a0 ; a)= 2 [ ']]. From this, we derive a relation expressing the
ows of the automaton. For every nonnegative real   0, we de ne the binary
 Con g (A)  Con g (A) by (v; a) !
 (v0 ; a0) i (1)
ow transition relation !

v = v0 , and (2) a ! ow (v) a0 . The second condition states that the continuous
variables evolve at a rate consistent with the ow condition.
S
The transition relation !A for the rectangular automaton A is e2E !e
[ S2 0 ! . A trajectory is a nite sequence q0; q1; : : :; qm of admissible con gurations such that q0 is an initial con guration, and qi !A qi+1 for i = 0::m ; 1.
A con guration is reachable if it appears on some trajectory. The set of reachable
con gurations of A is denoted Reach (A).

R

2.3 Reachability analysis
Reachability analysis consists of determining the set of reachable con gurations.
It is commonly used to validate the correctness of a system. Safety properties
intuitively assert that nothing bad happens during system execution. Violations
of safety properties can be expressed via a designated set of unsafe con gurations. Safety properties can then be veri ed by performing reachability analysis and checking whether any unsafe con gurations are reached. We review a
familiar procedure for computing Reach (A). We de ne the successor operator
4

Post : 2Con g (A) ! 2Con g (A) by Post (W ) = Post time (W ) [ Post evt(W),
where Post time(W) = fq0 j 9q 2 W:9 2 R0:q ! A q0g and Post evt(W) = fq0 j
9q 2 W:9e 2 E:q !e A q0g.SLet
Post i represent the composition of i Post oper1
ations. Then Reach (A) = i=0 Post i (Init (A)). Iterating Post until convergence
yields a semialgorithm for computing Reach (A). If the procedure terminates,
one obtains Reach (A), but in general, termination is not guaranteed.

2.4 Simple rectangular automata

A rectangular predicate ' is bounded if [ ']] is bounded. A rectangular automaton
is simple if the following two properties hold:
1. Its invariant, initial, ow, guard, and reset conditions are bounded.
max
2. For every control switch e = (v; v0 ), if0 [ inv (v)]
] = B = i=1::n[bmin
i ; bi ],
0
0
0
min
max
and if [ inv (v )]] = B = i=1::n[bi ; bi ], then there exists a variable
xi 2 X such that either
(a) (i) xi 2 reset vars (e), and (ii) the guard condition0 guard0 (e) implies xi =
max
min max
bmin
i or xi = bi , and (iii) reset (e)(xi ) 2 fbi ; bi g,
the
guard
condition
guard (e) implies xi =
(b) (i) xi 62 reset vars (e), and (ii)
min 2 fbmin0 ; bmax0 g, or
bmin
,
and
(iii)
b
i
i
i
i
(c) (i) xi 62 reset vars (e), and (ii)0 the guard
condition guard (e) implies xi =
max 2 fbmin ; bmax0 g.
bmax
,
and
(iii)
b
i
i
i
i
The second condition states that guard conditions include tests for equality
for one of the variables' bounding values in the source mode's invariant. Furthermore, if the variable is reset, then it is reset to a bounding value for the target
mode's invariant (condition 2a). Finally, if it is not reset, then its value in the
guard must be a bounding value in the target mode's invariant (conditions 2b
and 2c).
Simple rectangular automata often arise naturally when approximating more
complex hybrid systems. In order to conservatively overapproximate the ow
eld of nontrivial continuous dynamics, one may partition the state space into
rectangular blocks, and for each variable provide constant lower and upper
bounds on the ow within each block [7]. A control mode is split into several
control modes, one for each block of the partition. Crossing from one block in
the state space to another is modeled by mode switches among the blocks, with
the guards being tests for equality across common boundaries. For example, a
mode v with the invariant 1  x  3 may be split into two modes | v1 with the
invariant 1  x  2 and v2 with the invariant 2  x  3 | with mode switches
between them having the guard x = 2.

3 Approximative Analysis Algorithm
In this section we de ne an algorithm for the approximative reachability analysis
of simple rectangular automata. The algorithm is built on top of a conservative
P[
ost operator and based on some other concepts that are de ned rst.
5

3.1 Face-regions

A face is a rectangular predicate with one dimension xed to a certain value.
Our rationale for introducing faces is to use rectangular faces to represent nonrectangular sets. A face-region F is a set fF1; : : :; Fkg where each Fi is a face. The
semantics of F is the convex hull over its k faces, i.e.
[ F ] = convexhull f[ F1] ; : : :; [ Fk] g. This is shown for an example in Fig.1 where a
face-region F is represented by the two faces F1 and F2 . In practice, the faces of
a face-region over n variables are derived from 2n constraints of the form xi = li
or xi = ui . In the example, the face F1 corresponds to x1 = 1 and the face F2
to x2 = 7, with the empty faces for x1 = 7 and x2 = 1 being omitted.

3.2 The operator Post xd =b

Our algorithm is based on the fact that face-regions
are bounded by their faces. We present an operator
Post xd =b that takes a face F and a ow ' of the
variables and returns a conservative approximation
Post xd =b (F; ') of the states for which xd = b that
are reachable from F Vbyn following '.
max
Let F be the face i=1 (xmin
i  xi  xi ) and let
_ de ning the possible
' be the ow condition
V in R(X)
rates of the xi as ni=1V(x_ min

x_0i  x_ max
i
i ). We0 want
n
min
to compute a new face i=1 (xi  xi 0 xmax
i )0 that
max = b.
de nes the reachable states where xmin
=
x
d
d
The idea behind the operator is simple. We look at
the time that xd needs at least and at most to reach Fig. 1. Face-Region
the bound b from its possible values in F and then see
how much the values of the other dimension's variables possibly change in these
max
times, thereby computing the new values for xmin
i and xi .
So at rst we compute an interval T = [tmin ; tmax] of the times in which xd
can reach the bound b according to its current value and its possible rates. The
maximal time of the interval can also be set to the symbol `in nite' to express
that a bound can be reached within any arbitrarily large amount of time. The
interval is empty if the bound b can not be reached at all. This is the case if b is
max
less than xmin
d and no negative rate is possible or if b is greater than xd and
no positive rate is possible. Formally:
min
max
max
T = ; if (b < xmin
d ^ x_ d  0) _ (b > xd ^ x_ d  0)
If T is not empty its interval bounds tmin and tmax are given as follows.
8 xmin
;b if b < xmin ^ x_ min < 0
>
d
d
> ;dx_ min
d

>
< max
xd
max
tmin = > b;xmax
if b > xmax
d ^ x_ d > 0
d
>
>
:0
max
if xmin
d  b  xd
_
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8
min
max
(b < xmin
>
d max^ x_ d max< 0 ^ x_ d min 0)
>
in nite if _(b > xd ^ x_ d > 0 ^ x_ d  0)
>
max min
max
>
_(xmin
>
d  b  xd ^ x_ d  0  x_ d )
<
tmax = > xmax
;b if (b  xmax ^ x_ max < 0)
d max
d
d
;
xd
>
>
>
>
xmin
: b;xmin
min
d
if (b  xmin
d ^ x_ d > 0):
d
_

_

We now give an intuitive explanation of these formulas. To compute T, we
rst check on which side of the current values of xd the new bound b lies. Three
cases are possible:
min
1. b < xmin
T is empty.
d : If no negative rate is possible, i.e. x_ d  0, then
So consider the case that a negative rate is possible, i.e. x_ min
d < 0. The
maximal time is either `in nite', if a positive or zero rate is also possible,
or else computed by using the slowest rate possible to clear the greatest
possible distance to b. The minimal time is computed by using the fastest
rate possible to clear the smallest possible distance to b.
max 0, then T is empty. So
2. b > xmax
d : If no positive rate is possible, i.e. x_ d  max
consider the case that a positive rate is possible, i.e. x_ d > 0. The maximal
time is either `in nite', if a negative or zero rate is also possible, or else
computed by using the slowest rate possible to clear the greatest possible
distance to b. Again, the minimal time is computed by using the fastest rate
possible to clear the smallest possible distance to b.
max
3. xmin
d  b  xd : In this case the bound b is already part of the old face. So
we have tmin = 0. The maximal time is `in nite', if a zero rate is possible.
Otherwise there are only positive or only negative rates and the maximal
time is computed using the slowest rate possible to clear the greatest possible
distance to b.
0
We
use the computed interval T to compute the new bounds xmin
and
i
0
max
min
xi 0 of the other dimensions' variables that give the new face where xd 0 =
xmax
= b. If T is empty, then no face can be computed and Post returns an
d
empty face. Otherwise, let us rst0 assume that the computation of tmax did not
yield `in nite'. To compute xmin
we take the old xmin
i
i and subtract as much as
possible, if there are negative rates for 0xi, or add as little as possible, if there are
only positive rates. To compute xmax
we take the old xmax
i
i and add as much
as possible, if there are positive rates for xi, or subtract as little as possible, if
there are only negative rates. Then we obtain:

8 xmin + x_ min  t
max if i 6= d ^ x_ min
i
i
i <0
0 < min
min
min
xi = : xi + x_ i  tmin if i 6= d ^ x_ min
i 0
b
if i = d
7

max0

xi

8 xmax + x_ max  t
< imax imax max if i 6= d ^ x_ max
i >0
= : xi + x_ i  tmin if i 6= d ^ x_ max
i 0
b
if i = d

If tmax has previously been found to be `in nite', then the computations with
tmax also yield `in nite'. For the variable xd , constant b 2 Q, face F, and ow
condition ', we de ne the new face as
Post xd =b (F; ') =

^

in

1

0

0

xmin
 xi  xmax
i
i :

Considering the example in Fig.1, the operator could be used to compute the
face F2 from F1 . Let F1 = fx1 = 1 ^ 2  x2  5g, F2 = f2  x1  6 ^ x2 = 7g
and ' = fx_ 1 = 1 ^ 1  x_ 2  2g. Then F2 = Post x2 =7 (F1; ') with T = [1; 5].
In two dimensions, the operator Post xd =b is exact. For any number of dimensions, the operator is conservative.
Lemma 1. Let xd be a variable andx b=ba constant in Q. For every face F and
ow condition ', the operator Post d computes a superset of the points at
which xd = b that are reachable according to ' from the points given by F ,
 x0 g \ [ x = b]].
i.e. [ Post xd =b (F; ')]]  fx0j9x 2 [ F]]:9 2 R0:x !
'
d
0
Proof. We outline the proof. Assume x satis es xd = b and there exists an x 2
[ F]] and  2 R0 such that x ! ' x0 . By a tedious check on the construction of
interval T in the de nition of the Post0 xd =b operator,
we see that  2 T, and hence
max0 , each xi lies in [xmin0 ; xmax0 ].
by construction of the bounds xmin
and
x
i
i
i
i

3.3 An algorithm for approximative reachability analysis
The algorithm described here makes use of the fact that the invariants in a control mode of a rectangular automaton form a rectangular region. So, a reachable
face-region within the invariants can be represented by faces that lie on the invariant's bounds. Let F v be a reachable face-region in a control mode v. Now
we want to compute the new F k in another control mode k, for which there
is a mode switch from v. The algorithm performs an event-step evolution from
each face of F v , checking the guard and possibly applying a reset operation to
compute each face Fik lying on one of the faces of the invariant of k. Then the
algorithm does a time-step evolution from each Fik using the Post xd =b operator for each of the bounds de ning the invariant of k, thereby computing F k .
Being able to compute a successor face-region for a face-region, we can apply
standard xpoint analysis to nd the set of all reachable face-regions in a given
automaton.
We now give a more formal description
of the algorithm. Let the invariant in
V
max
a control mode v be of the form ni=1 (xmin
i  xi  xi ). Let a region R be a
set of pairs (v; F ) of a mode v and a face-region F in v. The semantics of a region
8

R is a set of con gurations de ned by [ R]] = f(v; a)j9(v; F ) 2 R:a 2 [ F ] g: We
de ne P[
ost (R) as follows:
[ [
P[
ost (R) =
Post time(v; F ) [ P[
ost evt(v; F )
v;F )2R

(

where

0S
[ B inf[ Post xi
[
Post time(v; F ) = f(v;
@S
x
1

F 2F

and

[
P[
ost evt(v; F ) =

1

[

e=(v;k)2E F 2F

xmin
i (F; ow (v))]] \ [ inv(v)]]g[

=

=xmax
inf[ Post i i (F; ow (v))]] \ [ inv(v)]]g

1
CA)g

 (9x 2 reset vars (e):(guard (e) ^ F)) 
i
f(k;
)g:
^ reset (e) ^ inv(k)

The way in which the operator P[
ost time is built on top of the conservative
operator for faces insures that it conservatively overapproximates Post time.
d time(R)]]  Post time([[R]]).
Lemma 2. For all regions R, [ Post
The operator P[
ost evt is exact, since it simply requires existential quanti cation
and intersection of faces with guards, reset conditions, invariants, and hyperplanes of the form x = b.
d evt(R)]] = Post evt([[R]]).
Lemma 3. For all regions R, [ Post
The operator P[
ost can be used in the procedure in Section 2.3 in place of
the exact operator Post . Since P[
ost (R) contains Post (R), the resultant xpoint
contains the set of reachable con gurations.
Theorem 1. Let A be a rectangular automaton, and let the region Rinit represent the initial con gurations of A, i.e. [ Rinit] =Init(A). Then the xpoint comd from Rinit is a superset of reachable con gurations of A, i.e.
puted by Post
[ di
[
[
Post (Rinit)]] 
Post i (Init (A)) = Reach (A):
0

i1

i1

0

3.4 Tighter approximations
The operator P[
ost is exact in two dimensions. In higher dimensions, however,
it can compute vast overapproximations. Consider a box [0; 2]  [0; 2]  [0; 4]
in the three dimensions x, y, and t. Let FI = f0  x  1 ^ y = t = 0g
and ' = fx_ = y_ = t_ = 1g. Computing FR = Post x (FI ; ') results in
FR = fx = 2 ^ 1  y  2 ^ 1  t  2g. Now we divide the original box according
=2

to the hyperplanes x = 1 and y = 1. Fig.2a displays the partitioned box projected
on the plane spanned by x and y. From an initial face FI the algorithm would now
compute via F1 and F2 the face FR = Post x=2(Post y=1 (Post x=1 (FI ; '); '); ').
This FR gives a vast overapproximation for the value of t. The faces are:
9
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1
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(a) Computation without splitting

2

FI

1

FI

1

2

X

(b) Computation using face splitting

Fig. 2. Face splitting
FI : (0  x  1; y = t = 0)
F1: (x = 1; 0  y  1; 0  t  1)
F2 : (1  x  2; y = 1; 0  t  2) FR : (x = 2; 1  y  2; 0  t  3)
An attempt to solve this problem is face splitting. The idea of face splitting is,
not to compute the successor faces from a whole face, but to split a face into
several parts, and then to compute the successors for these parts. In Fig.2b the
face FI is split into two pieces FI1 and FI2. Assuming the same partitioning as
before, this leads to a better approximation, namely the faces FR1 and FR2 , instead
of FR . The faces are:
FI1: (0:5  x  1; y = t = 0)
FI2: (0  x  0:5; y = t = 0)
1
F1 : (x = 1; 0  y  0:5; 0  t  0:5) F12: (x = 1; 0:5  y  1; 0:5  t  1)
F21: (1:5  x  2; y = 1; 0:5  t  1:5) F22: (1  x  1:5; y = 1; 0:5  t  1:5)
FR1 : (x = 2; 1  y  1:5; 0:5  t  2) FR2 : (x = 2; 1:5  y  2; 1  t  2:5)
Note that the same result could not be achieved by simply choosing a ner
grid. A ner grid may be useful to obtain rates that are better approximations
for the underlying di erential equations but as we have shown in this example,
somewhat unintuitively, there are cases in which ner grids lead to worse overapproximations in the analysis procedure. However, the drawback of face splitting
is that it contributes to state explosion in larger systems.

4 Two-Tank Example
The analysis method is demonstrated on a small laboratory plant [12]. First, the
dynamics of the system are approximated by a rectangular automaton. Then this
10
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(b) Reachability analysis for the
two-tank example

Fig. 3. Two-Tank example
automaton is analyzed using the approximative analysis algorithm. The plant
consists of two tanks which are connected as illustrated in Fig.3a. The rst
tank is fed by an in ow characterized by the parameter k1. The inlet stream
of the second tank is the out ow of the rst one. The stream from tank 1 to
tank 2 depends on the di erence between the tanks' liquid levels, the geometric
properties of the connecting pipe (characterized by parameter k2) and its height
k3 above the bottom of tank 2. The liquid level in this tank and the dimensions
of its outlet pipe (characterized by constant k4) determine the ow out of tank 2.
The resulting model for the dynamics of the two tank levels is given by equation
(1), where x = (x1 ; x2) is the continuous state vector of the system. Equation
(1) de nes a ow x_ = f (x; k1; :::; k4) which moves the system to an equilibrium
point xs for all kj > 0, xi  0, and x1  x2 ; k3.

8  k ; k px ; x + k 
> p
 x_  >
< k x ; x + k ; k px if x > k

p 
x_ = >
>
if x  k
: k kpx; ;k k xpx
1

1
2

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2

2

3

1

4

2

3

4

2

2

2

3

(1)

3

A Matlab script was developed to generate an approximative rectangular
automaton of the dynamics given by (1) for arbitrary partition grids. By re ning
the partition grid, arbitrarily accurate automata can be generated. The script
estimates upper and lower bounds for the derivatives of x1 and x2 in each partition cell by evaluating equation (1) for a nite number of grid points. While
the automata generated by this procedure are not conservative approximations,
they are suciently accurate for testing the approximative analysis algorithm
on realistic systems.
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The Matlab script calls
HyTech to analyze the rectangular automaton and then
graphically displays HyTech's

0.58

0.56

Level in tank 2

output of the reachable state
space. The nest grid we were
able to run on the exact version of HyTech can be seen
in Fig.3b. Using our approximative algorithm for the analysis more exact models with
much ner grids could be analyzed, as is shown in Fig.4.
The main purpose of our
example was the demonstra- Fig. 4. Reachability analysis for the two-tank
tion of the approximation example on a ner grid
technique. From the analysis
point of view, the example is
not very challenging, since simulation can achieve more accurate results rather
easily. The application of the algorithm to a more realistic example can be found
in [13].
0.54

0.52

0.5

0.48

0.46

0.62

0.64

0.66

0.68

0.7
0.72
Level in tank 1

0.74

0.76

0.78

(90,1)
0.8

5 Conclusion and Related Work
We have introduced an algorithm for the approximative analysis of rectangular
hybrid systems. Though the approximations are accurate in two dimensions, the
approximation technique seems to be of limited use in higher dimensions.
The idea of computing reachable regions only from the bounds of the predecessor regions, instead of looking at the whole regions, is not new. It also
appears in [4,5], where the bounding edges of a region are `bloated' outward
with an integration routine on the original di erential equations of a system to
compute the edges of the successor region. Reachable sets may be represented by
a set of non-convex polyhedral 2-dimensional projections. The idea of `bloating'
is referred to as `face lifting' in [3]. The state space is partitioned a priori into
hypercubes, and a face is then `lifted' to a successor region, by computing successors for all hypercubes associated with that face. The current methodology
uses a xed partition which can lead to computational ineciency. The authors
have also identi ed the problem of potentially large overapproximations during
the analysis.
There are a number of extensions that could be made to our algorithm.
Instead of allowing only rectangular bounds for the derivatives of continuous
variables the P[
ost operator could also deal with di erential equations. In a
di erent direction, the algorithm could be made accurate over higher dimensions
at the cost of increased computation. Each face could be represented as the
convex hull of a set of points instead of a rectangle. Then we could compute
12

the successor faces F i of a given face F k pointwise, i.e. to compute F i at xd =
b, we collect from each point in F k the successor points for which xd = b.
This would avoid unwanted overapproximation during the analysis. However,
from a computational standpoint, we confront two problems. First, we compute
redundant points, and have to minimize face representations (i.e. solve the convex
hull problem). Second, intersection with face invariants is no longer as ecient.
Acknowledgement. We thank Tiziano Villa for many helpful comments and
Olaf Stursberg for his help with the Matlab script.
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